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A function F(x), analytic in the unit disc, is said to be of class HP 
(0 <p < co) if JI,, ) F(rP) jp d0 is bounded as r -+ 1. It is well known 
(see [2]) that if F E HP (p > 1) then, for almost all 0 E [- r, x], lim F(z) 
as .z -+ eie nontangentially, exists. Moreover, calling F(0) that limit, we can 
recover F(z) from F(B) by taking the convolution of F(8) and the Poisson 
kernel. 
In this paper, we do not start out with the value of F(0) but rather with 
some specified knowledge of arg F(0). In terms of the given conditions we are 
able to determine F(z) explicitly. 
Notation. We always have p >, 1, h real and +3 = 2 arc tan X. 
We notice that if G(z) = (1 - z/l + z)s then 
(1) G~HpforpIfl] < 1 
(2) G(z) has real Taylor-coefficients about 0 
(3) X Re G(0) = - Im G(0) a.e. in (0, r). 
We shall prove that (2) is really just a condition on G(0). What is really 
curious is that conditions (l), (2) and (3) are enough to determine G(z). That 
is our 
MAIN THEOREM. If F(z), analytic in the unit disc, is in HP, has real coefi- 
cients and satis$es h Re F(0) = - Im F(0) a.e. in (0, x), then 
F(z) = c (2)” 
where C is real and (C is 0 if p 1 /l 1 > 1). 
LEMMA. Let F(x) be in Hp. Then F(Z) has real coeflcients ifl 
ReF(B) = Re F(- 0) and ImF(B) = - ImF( - 0) a.e. in (0, 7r). 
* This research was supported by the U. S. Army Research Office (Durham). 
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PROOF. Assume F(z) has real coefficients. 
F(x) = C a,,9 a, real 
n-0 
or writing z = reie we have 
ReF(re-“e) + i ImF(re-de) = ReF(reie) - i ImF(reie) 
or 
Re F(re-“e) = Re F(reae) and Im F(reie) = - Im F(remie). 
Letting Y -+ 1 we get the desired equalities. 
Now assume ReF(- 0) = ReF(0) and ImF(- 0) = - ImF(0) a.e. in 
(094. 
27ra, = 
I 
s F(0) eine de = I” [Re F(B) cos nt9 - Im F(0) sin &] dfl 
--n -7r 
+ i 1” [Re F(0) sin ne + Im F(B) cos ne] de. 
-77 
However, by the given conditions on F(B), the second integrand is an odd 
function of 0 and the second integral is zero. Hence a, is real. 
THEOREM. If F(x) E HP, has real coejkients and satisfies 
h ReF(B) = - Im F(B) 
a.e. in (0, T), then ReF(f3) ELP[O, W] and 
$ n Re F(B) (COS nB + h sin no) de = 0 ?I = 1, 2, 3 )... . 0 
PROOF. It is obvious that Re F(B) ELP[O, T] since F(B) E Lp,E-- TT, T]. Since 
F(x) E HP and has real coefficients the lemma applies i.e. Re F(6) is even and 
Im F(0) is odd. As F(z) E H* 
Therefore 
s 
c F(B) eine de = 0 n = 1,2, 3 ,... . 
--n 
I 
r [ReF(B) cos ne - Im F(B) sin ne] dt? 
-77 
+ i jr [Re F(B) sin ne + Im F(B) cos ne] df3 
-77 
=o n = 1,2, 3 ,... . 
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The second integrand is odd and hence the second integral is zero. We there- 
fore have: 
s 
n [ReF(B) cos n6 - ImF(8) sin n0] de = 0 n = 1, 2,... . 
-?I 
Since the integrand is even, we can reduce the interval of integration to [0, V] 
and by substituting X ReF(0) for - ImF(8) we get 
s 
n [ReF(B) (COS n0 + X sin ne)] di3 = 0 n = 1) 2, 3 )... . 
0 
In a previous paper (113, p. 306) we p roved the following: If g(B) E D’[O, r] 
and 
J’ 
R g(e) [COS ne + h sin ne] de = 0 n = 1, 2, 3,... 
0 
then g(0) = C tans(8/2) w h ere C is some constant (and C = 0 if p / /3 1 > 1). 
Note. We can always assume that C is real. 
Combining this fact with the previous theorem, we have the following 
THEOREM. If F(r) E HP, has real coefficients and satis$es 
X ReF(0) = - ImF(0) 
a.e. in [O, n], then ReF(0) = C tans(0/2). 
If p 1 p 1 > 1 then C must be 0. That forces Re F(8) to be zero a.e. in [0, 7r] 
and together with h ReF(8) = - ImF(0) we get ImF(0) = 0 a.e. in [0, v]. 
By the evenness of Re F(B) and the oddness of Im F(e) we have F(0) = 0 a.e. 
in [- r, n], That in turn forces F(z) to be identically zero. 
On the other hand, if p I/? / < 1, let 
G(z) = 41 + h2(1 - x/l + z)@. 
Then __- 
G(z) E HP, and G(B) = G(eie) = d1 + A2 ( - i tan e/2)@. 
Take any 0 E (0, n). Then G(0) = (1 - ih) tan@ (e/2). Therefore, 
X Re G(B) = - Im G(0) = h tar+ (e/2) 
a.e. in (0, v). It is easily shown that 
Re G(B) = Re G(- 0) and Im G(B) = - Im G(- 0) 
a.e. in (0, r). Therefore assuming the existence of a function F(z) E HP 
satisfying our boundary conditions, we would have F(B) = CG(0) a.e. in 
(- X, 7). That of course implies that F(x) is identical with CG(z) or that 
F(z) = C,(l - z/l + x)~ where C, is a real constant. We have therefore 
proven our main theorem. 
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